
In the Court of the Judicial Magistrate First Class, At Udalguri 

 

G.R. Case No- 329 of 2013 

U/S 279/337/304(A) I.P.C. 

State of Assam 

-Vs.- 

Debojit Deka 

....... Accused 

 

Present:-N.C.BHUYAN, AJS 

Judicial Magistrate 1st class, Udalguri 

Advocate appeared for the prosecution:- A.Pourel, Ld. APP. 

Advocate appeared for the defence:-J.K.Brahma 

Date of Evidence:  24-07-15 

Date of Argument: 07-01-16 

Date of Judgment: 07-01-16 

 

JUDGMENT 

 

The prosecution case, in brief, is as follows:-  

That that On 19/03/2013  one Samala Khatun w/o Ahmad Ali lodged an 

FIR with the Officer-in-charge of Orang P.S. and alleged that on 17.03.13 at 

about 10 am her 4th girl Miss Fatema Khatoon (7 yrs) was going on her foot to 

the Orang Chowk from her house. But the driver of a Bodoland Winger bearing 

no. AS-01-EC/ 2558 coming from the same direction drove the winger in rash 

and negligent manner and high speed, hit her girl from the back side near the 

Padum Pukhuri on 52 N.H. she was injured severely and she was admitted at 

Orang Govt. Hospital. The doctors referred her to Mangaldai Civil Hospital for 

better treatment.  Later on she was referred to G.M.C. for better treatment. But 

she died on the way to G.M.C.H. That as she was busy in the funeral works of 

her deceased girl, she was late in filing the FIR. So the informant prayed before 

police for taking necessary action against the accused persons.  

On receipt of the F.I.R., Orang P.S. Case No. 16/2013, U/S 

279/338/304(A) I.P.C. was registered. Accordingly police went for investigation, 

examined witnesses, collected evidence and on completion of investigation 



finding sufficient materials u/s 279/338/304(A) I.P.C. against accused Debojit 

Deka submitted the Charge-sheet against accused Debojit Deka. Hence the 

prosecution case is. 

 That upon receipt of the Charge sheet the Learned CJM Udalguri, 

transferred the case to this court and this court, on perusal of the Charge sheet 

and the other documents sent by the police u/s 173 Cr.P.C. found sufficient 

materials to proceed against the accused and issued process against him.  

Accordingly accused Debojit Deka appeared before the court and the 

necessary documents u/s 207 of Cr. P.C. were given to the accused and 

considering the relevant documents and hearing both the parties, particular of 

the offences u/s 279/338/304(A) were read over and explained to accused 

Debojit Deka to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

During trial prosecution side examined two witnesses who were cross 

examined by the defence. The prosecution declined to examine any other 

witnesses on their behalf and prayed for closing the evidence of the prosecution 

witnesses. Accordingly the evidence of the prosecution side was closed. The 

examination of the accused u/s 313 of Cr.P.C. was dispensed with as found not 

necessary. No defence witness was examined. 

 I have heard the arguments of both the sides and perused the evidence 

on record.  

 

POINTS FOR DETERMINATION: 

 After perusal of record and hearing the parties the following points for 

determination arose before this court in the instant case-  

(i) Whether accused Debojit Deka drove his vehicle on 17.03.13 at 

about 10 am on public road in a manner so rash and negligent as 

to endanger human life or to be likely to cause hurt or injury to 

any other any and thereby committed the offence punishable u/s 

279 IPC? 

(ii) Whether accused Debojit Deka on 17.03.13 at about 10 am 

caused grievous hurt to Fatema Khatoon by doing a rash and 

negligent act and thereby committed the offence punishable u/s 

338 IPC? 



(iii) Whether accused Debojit Deka on 17.03.13 at about 10 am 

caused death to Fatema Khatoon by doing a rash and negligent 

act and thereby committed the offence punishable u/s 304(A) 

IPC? 

 

 

 

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF: 

 

For the sake of convenience all the points for determinations are taken 

together for discussion.  

PW 1 Chandra Kanta Basumatary stated that he doesn’t know the 

accused person and the informant in this case. He doesn’t know about the 

accident. Police didn’t interrogate him. 

The cross examination of PW1 is declined by the defence. 

PW 2 Dibya Jyoti Saikia stated that he doesn’t know the accused person 

and the informant in this case. The incident took place about 2 years ago.  A 

winger hit a small girl. He gave water to the small girl and he informed the 

police. The vehicle didn’t go at very speed.  

In the cross examination PW 2 Dibya Jyoti Saikia stated that he forgot the 

number of the winger.  

 I have gone through the case record and the evidence of PWs. Under the 

facts and circumstances of the case it is found that the story of the prosecution 

as revealed from the FIR is remained unsupported by the prosecution witnesses. 

It is found that  PW1 stated that he did not see the accident. Hence the evidence 

of PW1 is nothing but hear say. On the other hand, PW2 stated that the vehicle 

didn’t go at very speed. Again in the cross examination PW 2 Dibya Jyoti Saikia 

stated that he forgot the number of the winger. 

At the stage , I would like to go through the relevant legal provision. 

Section 279 of the Indian Penal Code lays down about  Rash driving 

or riding on a public way.— 



“Whoever drives any vehicle, or rides, on any public way in a manner so 

rash or negligent as to endanger human life, or to be likely to cause hurt or 

injury to any other person, shall be punished with imprisonment of either 

description for a term which may extend to six months, or with fine which may 

extend to one thousand rupees, or with both.” 

 

However none of the prosecution witnesses stated that the accused drove 

the vehicle on the day of the incident. So the identity of the driver of the vehicle 

is doubtful. 

          It is found that the case is pending at the stage of PWs since 13.12.13. 

However the prosecution failed to procure the attendance of the other 

prosecution witnesses including the informant even after the getting many  

opportunities. Moreover it is found that copy of the order of the court vide order 

dated 11.06.15 was also sent to the concerned O/C at the concerned P.S. for 

execution of the summons. But later on the only two PWs are present on 

24.07.15. Issued summons to the other PWs were not served. Moreover W.T. 

message was also sent to O/C, Dhekiajuli P.S. for proper service of the summons 

to Miss Samala Khatoon who is the informant in this case. However no service 

report was received. So due to the failure on the part of the prosecution, all the 

prosecution witnesses could not be examined. Moreover the available evidence 

on the record does not reveal that the accused drove the vehicle and caused the 

accident as alleged by the prosecution. 

 Under the facts and circumstance of the case it is found that there is not 

a single witness who saw the accused hitting the victim of the case. Hence it is 

not proved by the prosecution that the accused drove the vehicle on the day of 

the incident and hit the victim. 

  Hence the prosecution has failed to prove the guilt of the accused by 

adducing cogent evidence and as such the accused is entitled to be acquitted of 

the accusations made against him on the benefit of doubt. 

 

 

 

 



ORDER 

 

In view of the conclusion made above I hold the accused Debojit Deka 

not guilty of the offence u/s 279/338/304(A) IPC. Hence accused Debojit Deka is 

acquitted of the accusation u/s 279/338/304(A) of I.P.C. and set at liberty 

forthwith.  

The bail bond of the accused Debojit Deka is extended for a further 

period of 6 months from today as per provisions of Section 437A, Cr.P.C as 

amended up to date.  

The judgment is delivered in the open Court under my hand and the seal 

of this court on this the 07th  day of January, 2016. 

 

  

 

(N.C.BHUYAN) 

           Judicial Magistrate 1st Class  

     Udalguri 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

APPENDIX:- 

 

1. Prosecution witnesses  

PW-1 Chandra Kanta Basumatary 

PW 2 Dibya Jyoti Saikia 

2. Defence witnesses  

None   

3. Prosecution exhibits.  

None  

4. Defence exhibit. 

None 

 

 

(N.C.BHUYAN) 

Judicial Magistrate 1st Class  

     Udalguri 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


